"Don 't ever dare to take your
college as a matter of course—
because, like democracy and
freedom, many people you'll
never know anything about
have broken their hearts to
let it for .you."

Don't Miss
Averill Lecture
Tonight

Alice Duer Milter

IF® O u t line s

P&w Finds Ring Rewision of Frosh
Italian Art Is Theme Of
'Rouiid the Moon" Honr$ ftpprbwed
Tonight
Lecture
New Rushin g Sn Averill
¦
Each year the Averill lecture series brings to Colby several outi

Frosh Assemb ly

Last Tuesday evening, November
12, a meeting of the entire freshman class was held in thhe Lorimer
Chapel. - The main purpose of the
meeting was to educate the freshman men on the rushing system
now in progress at Colby. The discussion was presented by the Interfraternity Council, headed hy
Douglas Davidson, president.
The main points which the IPC
made centered around the actual
mechanics of the IPC and the rushing system. It was explained what
the IPC actually is, and how it is
organized , its 'function , and its progress to date on the campus.
The purpose Of the deferred
rushing . system w a s explained.
Chairman Davidson pointed out that
the purpose of the deferred rushing
was to help the freshmen raise their
marks, to help them to 'become unified as a class and get to know all
the memfbers of their class, and to
help" generally the 'freshmen to acclimate themselves to college life.
The meaning of the "Gentleman s
Agreement" was discussed. It was
pointed out that the agreement enaibled 'frosh to talk with 'fraternity
men , but not to make a point o'f attempting to secure friendships
among fraternity men.
It was
noted as a binding agreement among
fraternities, bilateral in its inolusiveness of freshmen and frateriw
ity men .
Tlie general rushing procedure
was outlined as to smokers , opened
and closed. It was mentioned that
the penalties 'for infringement of
the IFC rules on rushing might include denial of pledging for an individual for a semester and a fine for
the fraternity/

Students Present
Band Concert
Sunday at Chapel

standing scholars^ musicians, and artists. After a public lecture before the student body, they remain on the Colby campus so that they
may be available for more informal and intimate discussion with
classes and small groups of students.
As part of the Averill series, Mrs. Ruth Wedgewood Kennedy, professor of art at Smith •College, will
speak tonight a't 8 :00 in Averill
Auditorium. Her topic is entitled,
"The Painted Word : The Relation
Between Literatur-e and Painting in
the Italian Renaissance."
Mrs. Kennedy-came to Smith College in 1919 , halving received her
B.A. degree ifrom Radcliff-e College.
In 1921 she received her diploma,
'from Oxford University. Aside from
her work at 'Smith, she has lectured afc Springfield College, iWellesley College, at the Holedo Museum
of Art. and before several cluhs and
museums.
An authority on Italian Renaissance painting, Mrs. Kennedy is the
author of two books. "The Renaissance Painter's Garden ," and "Alesso Baldovinetti ." Her husband,
Clarehc-e Kennedfy, prepared most
of the illustrations and typography
for both works. He is_ a professor
of art at Smith -also- and does typographic and photographic work.
Her first boolc deals with the
meaning and use of flowers and
plants in Renaissance painting, including the lives of people o'f the
Renaissance peri od. It .is based on
years of experience in methods of
.reproducing photos and is truly an
accomplishment in craftsmanshi p.
In 1951 Mrs. ICennedy received a
research grant from The American
Philosophical Society o'f Philadelphia
in connection .with her work on
"Titian in Rome ." Three years later
she was given a grant in aid of
publication from 7 the American Aca-

"Ring 'Round the Moon," preAt the weekly meeting o'f th e
sented last Week by Powder and Wig Women's Student League the Rules
attracted a total of 375 people, Committee presented three proposrealizing a profit for the dramatic als to the Board for consideration.
society. Although the audiences on The first and most important was a
Wednesday and Thursday night were change in the Friday nights hours
small, Saturday was almost a sell- for Freshmen. The Freshmen will
out .
have 11:30 Friday ni ght permission
Approximately 70 season .tickets effective as o'f this week. The prehave been sold thus 'far. A sale of vious hour for this late night per100 tickcets is expected. These tic- mission was 10 :30.
kets will continuse to be sold for
Two other minor changes were
the next three produ ctions : "Dark made in the demerit list of the
of the Moon," a Rodgers and Ham- Rules and Regulati ons affecting all
mers'tein musical, and a 'Shakesper- the women resident s'tudfents. The
ian spectacular. The price of the firs t was a change fxom three,to two
ticket is being cut to $3.50 saving demerits to be given for failure to
the purchaser $1.30.
sign out on the signout card. The
The pro'fits from "Ring 'Round second was the removal of demerits
the Moon" more than paid for the from the demerit list for failure to
expenses of the production. How- sign out with tlie housemothers
ever_ Powder and ( Wig is a self- when leaving campus overnight.
supporting group, and it was 'hoped This will .'be considered a courtesy
that enough money would be earned rather than a demeritalble offense.
to 'buy equipment and to help pay
The League also welcomed at ' this
the de'bts left by last year's group. meeting the two members at large
Said Dr. Irving Suss , "The play from the Freshman class, Charlotte
was better than a financial success, Clifton and Judith Neumann. These
but I was stunned by the apparent girl s were elected "by the women stu^
Mrs . Ruth W. 'Kenned y
lack of interest on the part of the dents of their
class to serve as fchsir
students here. Some students ad- representatives. They .will vote as
demy df Arts and Sciences of Bos- mi cted they would rather see
'The members of tlie Executive Board of
ton.
Continued on Page Eight
Continued on Page Eight
Mrs. Kennedy has written numerous articles and reviews for various
art publications. She is a member
o'f the editorial board of "The Art
Bulletin ," and is the editorial advisor to "Renaissance News."
From 1930. until 1933, Mr. and
Mrs; Kennedy studied in Italy. For
a period of nine years, starting in
1924, they took graduate groups
Second in a series of articles pertaining to the building program is
abroad for study of art. In 1951,
for a music and art building. At
Mrs. Kennedy went to Madrid , cqneerned with the college's plans
Rome, and Venice to continue study an estimated costSof $650,000 this proposed arts center will be conand research for her hook , "Titi an structed behind the present science buildings, in a position between
in Rome," on which she has been these two buildings and Seaverns Field. The firs t major gift, a
working for over five years.
donation of
was made by the
Foundation prior to the

Good win Pri ze Speaking
Preliminaries Wed*

The annual -Goodwin Prize Speaking Contest will be held Monday
evening, November 25, at 7:30 p.m. in Ldrimter Chapel. The contest is open to all students at Colby. However, all students taking
English 141 are required to participate in the preliminaries. At least
,,
The Colby College Concert Band thirty people will compete in these preliminaries which be held on
u nder the direction of student director Gary Poor, will present a con- Wednesday, November 20, from 3:30 to 6:00 p.m. . Speeches range

cert olf light and semi-classical music
on Sunday evening, November 17,
1957, at 8 :00 p.m. in Lorrimor
Chapel.
The varied program will i nclude
Pau l Yoder's popular "Vincent
Y ouman 's 'Fantasy" lively marches
su_h as "Them -Bassos " and "Trombone King," standard pop tunes
includin g "(Deep Purple, " "novelty
numbers such \ as "Stars a n d
Stripes " "Around the' World ," and
s eas onal son gs 'for Thanksgiving,
Tho concert -will provide an opportunity for tho Ip uhlio to see a concert conduotocl entirely by students.
Colby:students and 'faculty will bo
¦
admitted froo of charge ; all others
will 'bo charged one dollar.

" ^ CHO" REPORTERS

Tho regular "Echo " meetings
tire being hold every Tuesday
night at sovon o'clock In tho
"Echo " offtoo. Please attend
regularly as assignments nro
mora easily settled at this time.
If you cannot attend , contact
Stan Mogor at Tau Delt or Judy
Roberta In Foss Hall before tho
meetings.

in length from five to eight minutes.

Fr om thos e c ont est an ts , six stud ent s

Financial Success- . .InStudent League

'E llsworth Millett
Finan c ial Fund '
Created at Colby

will be selected to compete in the
finals Of tho contest.
There will be ifrom three to five
judges , representing the faculty,
stud ents , and townspeople. Prizes
The establi shment o'f the Ellsfor thq contost aro : $50, $35, a,iid
¦
"
worth
W. j Vnil ott Financial Aid
$10.
.
Tlii h contest originated when tho Fund was ann oun ced by th o colle go
late TVTatti o E. Goodwin of Skow- during Homecoming. It is a $5,000
hegan 'left a sum of $2,000 t o Colb y endowment , the income , df.which will
in memor y of hor husba n d , Con- bo used for financial aid to Colby
,
.. '
gressman Forrest Goodwin , class of students.
Initiation olf this fu nd has lioon
1887. Hor will requested that a
Hpdiil-ing contest, b earin g the name done in gratdfu l recognition o'f tho
of hor husband , 'b o held annually dedicated service which Mr . 'Millett
and the prizes ho awarded from tho has rendered to Colby Collogo for
a period of over thirty years. Tho
interest o'f the said .sum , based on
income fr om this fund is to bo
excellence in tho delivery of origi- aw arded by the Financial Aid Comnal speeches.
mittee pf tho Collogo . to ,. obns or
Last year priz es of 935, $25, $1'5, daughters of Colby alumni,; Tho
and $10 woro awarded to John Wil- awards aro not on a scholarship
basis , but sliall bo made on the basis
son, Cameron , '57", Gregory Zaroh
of character , need , nnd those qual Tomajan , '59 ; Richard , George ities of -leadership 'which have been
Straiten, '57 _, and Donald Qorry siioh outstanding oharaotorist'io's olf
Mr. Millofct. '
Kennedy, '58.

$25,000,

James

official opening df the building cam- Outdoor exhibitions might possibly
be held in the court. For the music
pai gn.
department, an approximately 300All music and art branches of the
seat auditorium has been specifically
curriculum will bo concentrated in
designed , both architecturally and
this building. Furthermore, it will
accoustically for vocal and instrucontain practice rooms for the uso
mental rehearsals and performances.
of both' the Colby and Air Force
In particular , tho ground floor will
ROTC bands , and will function as
have
a clay studio- and painting and
headquarters for the annual Inter¦
sculpture storerooms. The firs t floor
collegiate Band Festival. The Colby
will ibe the site of tho 30O-seat auCommunity Symp'hony Orchestra
ditorium, the outdoor sculpture
will present its concerts here.
patio, the exhibition gallery, a libThis music and art building, a rary for specialized books in art and
two-storied structure, will contain music , an art studio , listening rooms
several features of special import- for music , a photo and slide room ,
ance to a particular department. A and several classrooms and offices.
flexible exhibition gallery which On the second floor there will be a
might bo easily adapted to varied band and orchestra rehearsal room ,
types , o'f showings will be of con- an ensemble room for smaller residerable to tho art department. A li oarsalfi , a listening room , eigh t
pa'tio approach, to the gallery will practice rooms , and art studi os and
be reflected in tho sculptu re court. offices.

Prop osed Music and Art Building

SItje (pita} Eirlf n

Letter to liter

Box 51, Colby College, Waterville, Maine. Office : Roberts Union. Call Tr 2-2791 Ext. 240
)
It seems to me that we, the fra'"
.
,
,
^
Founded 1877. Published weekly by the students of Colby College ; printed by the Eagle ternity-minded individuals, in trying;
Publishing Co., Inc., Gardiner Maine. Charter members ol the New England Intercollegiate to better the fraternity system at
Newspaper Association. Represented by National Advertising Service, Inc. Subscription rates: Colby, are working hard in opposite
Students, $3.00 ; Faculty free ; all others $3.50. Newstands price : ten cents per copy.
directions. On : the one hand, we=
Entered as second class matter at the Post Office , at Waterville, Maine. Acceptance for mailing at special rate of postage provided for in section 1103, Act of October 3, 19 17, author- are raising the requirements for
¦ '
'
,
ized December 24, 1918.
,
. fies'hmen to pledge a fraternity (70
All opinions in this newspaper not otherwise identified are those of the COLBY ECHO. average or 3 quality points) while
Mention the ECHO . when you buy.
,
on the other hand , we allow m ore

fraterniti es to sprint into existance.
In other words, we are decreas in g
the number Of men eligihle to go
fraternity, and at the sa,me time,
r—^
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by Mrs. Micaela. Cauz Bautista
.
(The following letter was written by Mrs. Micaela Cauz Bautista,
wife of Mr. Bautista of. the Spanish Department here at Colby for
their first year. - Mrs. Bautista felt moved to comment on .the tearing
down of the Colby goal posts by the students of the University of
Maine' two weeks ago. Her letter was translated from Spanish by
Miss Emil y F. Brad y. The translation is literal to preserve some of,
the Spanish flavor — Ed.)

A SPANIARD'S IMPRESSION OF A FOOTBALL GAME
Allow me to illustrate what a
In reality, the title should not be that, because it is the act after
new 'fraternity means at Colby. Let's
say that the freshman class has an the football game, rather than the game itself , which is the subject
enrollment of 200 men out of which of my comment.
'
'
50 oi this number experience acaAs to the team, I want you to know that I am a supporter of
demic difficulty and can not pledge
Colb
y, and so I am happy and cheer you when you win, and I am
to a fraternity because they did not ,
'
meet, the 70 average or three quality nervous when I see you in danger.
point average. This cuts the group
First and foremost I am a partisan of Justice, whether it concerns
tp. 150 men. Out of this number we my favorite team or its opponent. So how should this article be
fraternities concentrate on 100
captioned ? Perhaps : Complaints of a Fo reigner on Witnessing a
freshmen. (Last year 128 men out
..
f '
of a class of 204 men received ini- Deplorable Act.
I was born and lived all my lif e in S alamanca , Spain until I artial bids.) If all fraternities receive an. equal number, We all re- rived to your great country the 6th of September this year. I share
ceive ten pledges. ( What happens and shall continue to share, with the people of my country, a great .
SOMETHING'S ROTTEN IN THE STATE OF
if one . fraternity is lucky enough to
AMERICA'S SCHOOLS
congeniality, for the North-american. I am especially partial to the
fill its quota of 20 men?) It is true
¦
Along with other evidence, a U n iversi ty of Illinois meet ing bethat the local fraternities at Colby University student, and this is a universal feeling, not just national
tween high school principals and their former students, and a re- would probably take more than ten nor only for those of Colby, but f o r all students, everywhere.
cent report of the superiority of European " over American high men, for they are not as picayune
However, today, the university student disillusioned me. Yes, you ,.,
al)ou
t membership as we national the students of the University of Maine.; in. particular ! I was indignschools seem to add up to one bitter conclusion : the American school
fraternities
seem to be. Hoto-evei', ant and hurt by your conduct. What crime had the goal pos ts of
system is coddling( its students. The inevitable result is that our
with ten 'pled ges and deferred rush"
colleges are doing the job that should have been done in the high ings
, this means that we will, in C olby Stadium committed that you should destroy them? This afschools and yes, grade schools. One illustration from the latter re- four years time, only have thirty f ect ed me de ep ly. I, who came so inspired, to the Colby-Maine game
port: On admission to a university or engineering school a West men living in the house (barring no on Saturday the second of November. I am expressing my indi gnaGerman student has had training in math., physics, chemistry, and one dropp ing or flunking out) . Now. tion at this act because, to me, it is the act of a savage, both because
¦th e point of all this is simply : (1)
biology equal to and frequendy superior to that " of American students
of its destructiveness and its lack of respect.
tlie fact that 30 men is not enwho have completed their freshman and sophomore years in college. ough to pay
Is it that you don 't know how to express yourself in a better way?
off the mortgage which
It's no wonder then that Colby and other colleges are forced to main- we owe to the college, and (2) that Is it that you do not know how to dominate your more base.emotions?
tain remedial English courses. "Remedial" is not the word , f or there we still .have about 50 men left Indeed this is essential to the future citizen and you are the potential
over, some of whom no douht wish ones. And what shall I say of the laughter of some of the others who
is hardl y enough even to remedy.
to go (fraternity.
were present? Degrading ! Oh, if I had but known how to express
If we agree to the above hypothe- myself well in English!
tical situation, we can conclude two
Students of Colby ! Where are you today, that you are not heard
things. First, that we can not afford
"Dissension is the friction in the wheels of progress." Two of our
and your hardw orking team as on other
any new 'fraternity, and secondly, animating your student body
most influential student organizations, the Echo and the Student that we have not eliminated the Saturdays? And let me not finish without congratulating the Colby
Government, are trying to improve Colby. We students, instead of problem of getting the freshman who players. I like very much to see you plan! Don 't plan to lose a
actively supporting their efforts , are ignoring everything. We don 't is interested in going fraternity into sing le game. Continue enthusiastically and nobly and .pl ease never
even disagree. That makes progress impossible, for dissatisfaction one, even though' some will never let it happen that you take part in the destruction of the goal posts
aohivo this goal while others may
with the status quo is a prerequisite for change.
of any school , such as was the act of the Maine fans today. Perhaps
not desire to go fraternity anyway.
Why this lack of interest? It certainly isn't because things are so
Now I firmly believe that there is in New England , it is not so serious a thing but it makes a bad imid yllic here that we don 't need changes. It isn't becaus e all of us lack one system of rushing which will pression on a foreigner.
the in telli gence to dream up suggestions or the awareness to notice eliminate the problem of getting
Such an act deserves some kind of punishment. Destructive acts
faults. It isn't because we're afraid to set forth our ideas. It does persons into a fraternity and also, a re di sr esp ectf ul t o sp ect ator s who come to d o you honor and they
come, I thinlc, from two interrelated causes. First'we are not con- mos t o'f the fraternity interested are worthy of consideration also.
eliminate the growing interest to
cerned with our whole environment : we are too concerned with con- create new fraternities on campus.
Is, perhaps, the S panish criterion worth y of some consider ation?
forming and too caught up in our everyday living to be interested in This system is "off-tho-train rushing. "
other things. Second , we are apathetic.
Apa thy is a serious problem. I once knew a teacher who called our
Keeping this system in mind , let's
age the "Agcof Apa t hy. " He liked to contrast us to tlie generation consider the 'following points :
1. Since almost every fraternity
of the late twenties and the thirties. The intellectual fashion for many
as
'well as many of tho freshmen
of that generation was atheism. Belief in God was hopelessly mediewant ) to rush now, which is illegal
val. But, ancl t hi s is the diff er ence, those y oung athei sts did not res t under our present system, why not
A s't udent Jfaculty committee has permanent student-faculty commit¦.
•
on their beliefs; they became militant. They organized ancl agitated let everyone- rush during tho first recently* been 'formed through tlio tees.
'¦
Tho students of this newly formed
efforts of Student Government.
and tried to convert the world. As for me, however , t he worst f ana t ic wook(s) of school ?
' to investigate group havo compiled a list of topics
y
planning
Originall
I know is an Elvis Presley fan. Many of us no"w don 't value our beagreement" tho curriculum , 'the committee has which is now being, presented to
A
"gentleman's
sounds terrific, and for that master decided to look into aspects beyond ¦the faculty. , As yot tho committee
liefs enough to act on them.
Apa t hy is quite widespread. Despite pl eas by the Student Govern- so does tho 'United Nations' Char- tlio curriculum itself,
lias not completely organized their
ter, hut in a practical sense, thoy
f
Tentative plans are to
^procedure.
originated
at
tho
Nano
one
car
to
idea
es
enough
Tho
o
r
students
t
o
a
tt
end
i
t
s
mee
t
ing
s
ment
,
.
b oth sconi slightly off key. •
¦discuss
aspeots
of the academic pro-; , ,
Association
ConferStudent
tional
come y t he Echo has rep ea tedl y ask ed for correspondence, opinions,
2. This system would, inoan that ence at Brandois a few weeks ago. gram, and then submit a 'questionand sugg es t ions, and the resp ons e has been p itiful. This apath y ex- no academic requirement is necesTho Colby , delegates' found that naire concerning tho topics to tho
tends to our personal lives. Wc miss tremendous opportunities ' for sary, therefore, every freshman is many colleges similar to Colby havo
Continued on Page 'Eight
in tellectual enrichment. If we stopped 'talking about conformity long eligible ' to bo pledged and initiated
into a fraternity. Ohan'oos are that
In later life, wo will ho working who experiences academic difficul ty f
enough to do somet hing abou t it , wc could improve our personalmost ovorywnp would got into a fra- with people whom wo do not really Ho can not , pi edge a fraternity, so
ities, and develop .our individualities immensely, While in college we ternity, for iii a system of this typo, care for , so if this unfortunate in- ho must help himsel f out of his
can pursue reli gious and phil os op hical truths*-—and to some extent thoro is strength in numliors. There- cident occurs in tho fraternity, wo dilemma , for chances are that ho
beg in to find them—if we care enough to try, Ancl I've heard some fore, since most o'f tho freshman v will have gained valuable experience has no upporclassinan to whom ho
With tho off tho . train
perf ectly beautiful ideas on this campus. If somebody would onl y (try got, into fraternities , thoro would in knowing how to cope with , this may turn.
on tho other
'
hand , many
system^
not
bo
largo
enough
group,
or
situation.
a
,
to bring them about , they would work wonders. But nothing hapbrothers
are
at
his
disposal
for aeatypo
strong
enough
to
continue
tho
of
system,
pros4.
Under
this
' ,. y ¦ ¦ 7 ' . :. . '
,,
pens.
\
ont, fad, of founding now frnJtornities. nearly nil Of the rushing is done domia\ help. ; '
<
There probable isn 't a worse time in our lives to be apathetic than
3. The strongest argument in op- during tho summer. So, when the \ I offer 'this simply as "food for
now. As William James said : "Outside of their own business, the position to this system is the argu- freshman starts school , ho is rushed , thought" and would ..welcome critiideas gained by men before they arc 25 arc practicall y the onl y ideas ment that "m isfits" gob into tho pledged; "trained ," and initiated— cism , and/ or ideas on thoso' issues, •
. Tho fratern- Regardl ess of tho system used ,. it
they shall have in their lives." The same goes for our habits, f or the fraternity. Tho fact remains that nil within a few days
those ind ividuals got .into the fra- ' ity is , then interested in hooping tho has its woalc . ppints. Wo should
development of .o ur native abilities, and 'for. our personalities. Even tornity under any system , al though individ u al "with' Jtliom , so it , pro- strive to malco it stronger , however,
with such wonderful opportunities as we have at Colb y, most of us some fra'tornity mon nro hesitant to vides guidance and special tutoring hy eliminating our weaknesses, This
seem more concerned with conforming than with, true growth. And admit it.' When this happens, 'it if tho brother needs this help. It is can host bo accomplished by intelli'
'r easoning-on the part of every
T- you 've been told this before — you are the leaders of . tomorrow.
thon becomes th'o duty and obliga- this helping , of oaoh other—this gent
't
man,
together—that
is
tho
force
ornity
fra
working
,
I have no illusi ons concerning the effect of this letter, Anyone who ti on of tho othor mon in the house
.
Torry D, Mayo
that hind s any group, together.
..
,
is solidl y entrenched in his apath y cann ot be moved by anything. The to hel p this indi vidual bocomo a
President ,
' i
With oxir present system O'f rush1 • icam
Continued on Page Four
part o'f tlio group.
ing, wlmt happens 'to the individual

__

Editorial

Letter to the Editor

Student Committee To
Investigate Curriculum

By the Way. .. .

by Bob Gelders, '60
This week the "Echo" asked some
by Leslie Golitt
Colby students : Do you think the
The Soviet Union has followed up its recent scientific coups with
women 's dorm hours are unnecessarily strict?
extremel y effective propaganda over .Radio Moscow. After a bit of
Janice Cronk, '59
listening one cannot but conclude that the Russian adman's line is
' 'For freshman girls the hours are effective , with its certain raw appear. Should advertising gain more
fine the way they are now, but for
widespread favor in the U.S.S.R. (It is enjoying a limited revival
the upperclassmen, they could be
'
extended in most cases. I think now) we may antici pate a wholl y novel approach to the adman s
juniors aud seniors, 20 and 21 on spiel.
the average, sh ould know how t o
This Is Radio Moscow
act. Yet the administration has to
Comrades—see the 1958 Moskvitch at your local automobile' disconsider the parents? , view. Partributer. Appreciate the pleasing lines of this fine machine, the same
ents wouldn't send girls to a school
proven
, functional design since 1938. Power? Ha, such power.
with no restrictions at all."
Jeannette Hobbs, '61 Economy ? Well- on the recent Minsk-Pinsk economy run the Mos' 'H a roommate wants to sleep or kvitch arrived in Pinsk. Good enough—eh ? By the way, got a few
listen to records, you can't very extra rubles stashed away? Take a look at the Pobeda-58 - It 's a
well ' study in your rooms. It's lot better car if you can afford it.
hardly worthwhile going to the libWant a real cigarette? Try Ukrania brand. Notice the thick, rich
rary for the short time allowed. If
the hours were more liberal, the girls black cloud that rises after each exhalation of this superior smoke.
should and would 'have enough sense Nicotine? Why a prominent Soviet testing laboratory has proven that
to know that if they dated every Ukrania has 22% more nicotine. Make the smacking lips test and
nigjht they would only hurt them- see. Live more lively with increased rate of heartbeat—buy Ukrania.
selves. I don't see why girls can't
Qualified young men. Looking for ex£iting, active work? We have
have complete freedom, as the boys
do. Girls are as responsible as boys j ust such a j ob for you. A career with the Northwestern Siberian
are. There is no reason to limit Ice-breaker Patrol. Cruise in new, atomic-powered ice breakers that
weekday nights or any other time. make possible trips of up to five years duration without once returnThe parents know just how respon- ing to port.
'
sible their girls are and will trust
Do you know who's reall y who in the Soviet government today ?
their responsi'bleness When they send
Read the latest condemnation of Comrade Banishky in Jsvestia . All
them off to college."
your old , mistaken ideas of the Comrade will vanish, and you will
Cathie Troy, 61
' 'Everyone should have 'late hours . once more be acquainted with current Soviet thought and opinion.
The studious ones can spend the
Hungry ? Try Kremlin brand bread . It's the rougher, tougher
extra time in the 'library, gay ones bread. Sink your teeth into it. Feel that resistance the bread affords.
can stay out. Seniors shouldn 't
No sloppy, crustl.ess product, the new, improved Kremlin black hread
have- restrictions. Parents should
now provides four hundred and fifty calories in only one thin slice.
trust their girls enoughh to realize
that they are going to be sensible. Nutritious.
Today 's issue of Pravda is now on the newsstands. Buy it!
If you can't keep your marks up,
however, you " should have freshmen
restrictions. Most kids don't com- by being in at 9 :00 or 9 :30."
plain aibout the system very much.
Ed Larshman, '58
Girls should march off demerits
"The school must please the [ ROLLINS-DUNHAM
around the pole."
alumni, a conservative element.
COMPANY
Furthermore, in our dual-standard I
Alie Hill, '60
*
" V"I think there should be for un- society, such rules as the girls dorm
HARDWARE
derclassmen of sophontore or junior hour regulations are to be expected. 1
. .
.
..
,
On
the
other
hand
year 1:30 permissions aside from
, -the chicks should
HOUSEWARES
big weekends. Seniors should have be able to study in the library,
'
no restrictions at all. 10 :30 would dual-standard or no dual-standard.
W ESTINGHOUSE
be good for freshmen , but the libr- Yet, if they have found it expedien t
ary wouldn't be able to take them." to give freshman girls some sort of
APPLIANCES
restriction
they
can,
I
suppose.
,
Mama Hanson, '61
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The regular weekly meeting of Student Government was called to
order at 7:30 on Monday evening, November 11, b y President Archie
_
Twitchell.
The treasurer reported that there is $106.13 on hand and loans
outstanding amounting to $700 yielding total assets of $806.13.
Steve Kudriavetz of the Improvement Committee reported that
the group has been discussing with Mr. Whalon the possibility of
buying a bulletin board to be put outside the library. Gary Hagerman moved and the group voted that such a board be erected.
Barbara Hunter reported for the committee which is meeting
with some faculty members to discuss academic masters in the curriculum. Some topics to be discussed include the course requirements
for the various majors , comprehensive exams, the advantages of the
reading period., and the senior scholar program.
There has been a lot of confusion on campus because of the
difference in tlie radio time and that shown on the tower clock.
Archie Twitchell explained that it is due to electrical difficulties
that the campus clock cannot always be synchronized with the official
'
time.
There being no further business the meeting was adjourned at
8:25.
> When In Waterville Visit

[New Puritan Restaurant !
1

A19 Electric Cooking
STEAKS, CHOPS , & SEAFOOD
> 151 Main Street
Waterville

I

SAVE WITH
WATERVILLE

j

BANK

!
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Maggie Pearman, '59

"Freshman ' girls don't know what
(Jhey are doing until they are sophomores. Every single year they try
to raise the hours. They have
changed from 8 :00 to 8 :30 to 9 :00
o'clock. If they were 'all ow ed lat er
hours it w ould a ffect both f reshm en
and upperclassmon, Underclassmen
u se th oir tim e better wh en the y
know they have to get back fairly
early. You can bomb around just
so long. Onteo in the dorms you
can stay up as long as you want.
Seniors h ave 11 :30 permission and
can get .spooial 1:00 permissions. We
aro satisfied with that. Tho health
factor enters in; sleep means tho
dilTei'encQ between a good disposition and a bad ono. "
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For PLANE and
J
STEAMSHIP RESERVATIONS ]
I
Call TR 2-6134
J

Walter J. P. Day
205 Main Street

I
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Bobby Jones, '58

"Tho rules as thoy aro don 't place
much r eliance on tho girl s' integrity. Ono reason for going to college is to matu re, Those rules obviously don 't help thorn mature. I
don 't think thoy should stay out
vil all hours of tho night, but 10 ii.0
pbu ff is baloney, Tho froshmon aro
1.8 or 1.0. Thoy should not nooosiji-rily bo treated di/Toron-ly. Thoy
can. take oaro oi thdmsolvos. If,
thoy oan 't, thoy should loarn now ,
and tJioy 'ro corbainly nob going bo

THE OPERA HOUSE
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Where Quality,
Service and

i

Cleanliness Prevail
OPEN DAY and NIGHT
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D A K I N ' S

67 Temple Street

Waterville, Maine

Hockey Equipment - Skates - Pads - Gloves - Hockey Sticks

__________^__Mr
i_____-__n_i

KEEP ALER T F OR A
BET™ POINT AVIHAGEI
Don't let "that "drowsy fed* ,
ing"cramp your style im class
... or when you're "hitting
the books". Take a NoDos ,
Awakened In a few minutes,
you'll be your normal best .?.
wide awake .. . alert! You*
doctor will tell you^MoDoz
AwakenerJ are safe as coffee.
Keep a pack-.handyl
15 TAB LETS, 3Sc
85t«Mot- B7 l 9jB\*y 4i
In dandy tin mm^^J mBl^m
6?t

j

EVELYN . CARDINE 'S
' LADIES 9 APP AREL
47 Main Street

>

WILBUR JUST WOKE UP TO
'
THE FACT THAT HES IN CLASS!
1

¦

The Friendly
Barber Shop

.

¦
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Waterville

Member of

ACROSS FROM

Carol Ann Pope, 61

"Tho hours as thoy , are don 't
bother iho a bit, Hal f o'f tho timo /
tho 'kids havo Into hours thoy say
thoy aro going to study, but tho y
go up to tlie library and soouvIiko.
I1 , thoy know thoy must accomplish
thoir work in tho library before 9 :0O
thoy will work much b ett er when
t'hoy aro thoro."
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Excellent meals for the stude nt ;
at a price he can afford to pay. ;
Italian Sandwiches & Spaghetti ;
- Main Street '
Waterville -

>
.___

Tel. TR 2-6021
146 Main Str eet

PARK'S DINER

SAVINGS
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Diambri's
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[ Giguere's Barber Shop !
! and Beauty Parlor !
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"It' s silly. We are a little old
now for 9 :00 restrictions. We'd usually be in the doxm early anyway,
but I don't want to be forced in.
I've been in boarding school long
enough. I'm sick o'f it."
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Love 's Labo r Not Lost

hy Don Mordecai
I do not love you, Dr. Fell,
' But why I cannot tell;
But this I know full well,
I do not love you, Dr. Fell.
Thomas Brown
Love may well he a many splendored thing, but when forced to go
through the contortions demanded
by Jean Anouilh's ' 'Ring-Around
the Moon," it twinkles from the
sublime to the ridiculous. (And
happily enough, back again). And
while Colby's Women's U n i o n
ma.kes no pretention s to the- Mark
Hellenger theatre, it admittedly has
a certain charm.
On Saturday last, on or about
8 :00 p.m., I ambled into the auditorium in time to foe caught out of
my seat as the lights went out. The
curtain was lighted, swept open, and
I plunged into a glare of light and
action. After a little straining of
the six senses, I was aJble to ascer-

SUPER SHIRT
LAUNDRY

i
)

Dry Cleaners

|
i

BACHELOR
BUNDLE SERVICE '

{
'1
<
J
!
\

74A ELM STREET
Telephone TR 2-5461

tain that the location of the play, as
reflected in the set, was a cert ain
"winter garden." After accepting
that fact, the pieces of the play fell
into place ,rather well , to be sure) .
"Ring Around the Moon" has a
plot which can be best left untold.
Basically it involves two identical
twin brothers, one bold and stalwar t, and the other the exact opposite. Needless to say, the bold
member o'f the two-some is also
scornful df love, and being the eldest (by ten minutes) he has a protective feeling over his twin, who,
though capable of love, can get no
one to love him.
Well! , The older brother, Hugo,
imports a gi rl t o one o'f his gala
'balls, t o cause a girl who is unwilli n gly engaged t o the you nger , Freder ic, to 'become jealous o'f her intended and to then, somehow, fall
deeply in love with him. (As I
stated, as you remember, that this
plot would be better left unsaid).
In the end , thoroughly enjoying
the fascinating undulations of the
plot whilst the playwright sifted,
sifted , and generally performed feats
of prestidigitation with his story, I
saw all end happily and well.-Frederick ended up with the girl whom
his elder brother had brought in to

Sherwin '
William s Co,

¦'

flo's greenhouse !
TR 2-8913
ARTISTIC CORSAGES
Lower Silver Street

I
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Tole Craft Sets
\
! Pre-Numbered Art Sets
i
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Complete Line Of

Giumb acher
Art Supplies

:

GALLERT
SHOE STORE
51 Main Street
Maine -
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cause the jealou sy, or what have
you , and Hugo whp, it happens, was
really in love with the girl to whom
Frederick had been engaged to all
along, ended paired off with her.
High points aplenty were abundant in the production , and . these
were emphasized by an extremely
interesting (from the personal
angle) money-tearing scene, and a
terrifically demanding dance number
which was the comedy apogee of the
show.
The audience was most pleased
throughout the entire duration o'f
the play, and showed this pleasure
1 in the form of five curtain calls.
And the coffee and cookies afterwards were tasty.
r*, r~ ,~- r* i~-~ i~* **- «~ i"* r*~ **^ «~ ^~ rr _r- .
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JCHESS AND CHECKER CLUB
; The Colby Chess and Checkcer
1 Club will be held Sunday, Nov.
17, at 7 p.m. in the Smith Room ,
| Roberts Union. All chess and
checker fans are asked to bring
their own sets.

169 MAIN STREET

,

'
" Good Shoes for
College: Men and Women "

Tryouts were held this week for
Hi e forthcoming production o f
"Dark df the Moon ," to be presented hy Powder and Wig early in
February. A total of sixty-two students participated in the activities.
The tryouts, consisting of readings (from the play were presid ed
over h y Powder and Wigs' able director, Dr. Suss. Commented Dr.
Sxiss, "I am extremely gra t ifie d at
the numher of students who appeared for the tryouts. The interest 'shown by these participants
should ena/ble us to present a very
su ccessf u l production."
Rehearsals and other pre-production activities are expected to commence shortly.

NOTICE

'
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Who did't balance their Bank
or
Statement
for September
October?
Check drawn on Depositor ' s Trust , Waterville , No.
4 still not claimed.

i

See M. TROTT , Manager

;

COLBY
BOOKSTORE

^Dep ositors¦
Jff iw^ Trust Company "
Waterville, Maine
19 Offices In The
"Heart of Maine"
Member Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation

World Press Reoort
by irESLIE COLITT

/

'

These editorial comments from foreign newspapers are monitored from the short-wave radio. They are entirely uncensored. x
ON PRESIDENT EISENHOWER'S SPEEC H TO THE NATION

Neue Zuricher Zeitung (lib eral ) of Zurich , Switzerland.
"Above all one must admit that President Eisenhower's speech was
an honest one. . It marked , we hope, an end to American interservice rivalries. The U. S. stands now where it did immediately after
Pearl ' Harbor. It is a nation aroused. Men such as Walter Bedell
Smith , Dean Acheson, J. Robert Opp enheim er, and Charles Bohlen,
who were previously ostracized f or their vi ews , have now been 'a@cept'ed back into the fold."
ON THE STATE OF AMERICA 'S ECONOMY

"No one can deny that there are threatening signs of a slump in
Tribune (lef t Sociali st) of London, England,
the U. S. We have only one bit of advice for the Americans : Don't
play the deflationary foo'l wi th your economy as we have so foolishl y
done in Britain."
Economist ( Independent-Liberal ) of London , England.
"The rate of industrial expansion is slowing down in all Western
nations. This is a reaction from the artificial Korean War boom.
There are signs of a U.S. slump, but within 60 days we shall know.
America may merely be bumping along on tlie bottom of her boom.
She may be approaching a period of recession , or she may be headed
for a real depression ."
' New Statesman (Socialist) of London , England.
"There has been a wave of panic selling in the (stock ) markets
of New York and London. This is directly related to the situati on in
the Middle East. The real question is can we cut our losses in this
area to a minimum. The Western tattle plan must be on economic
grounds. This is precisely the area where the recent conference of
Prime Minister Macmillan and President Eisenhower fell so far
short of reality."
ON THE REFUGEE PROBLEM IN JORDAN

Busier Nachrichten , Basle, Switzerland.
"We are all agreed that conflict must not break out in the Middle
East. But what are some of the causes of this trouble? One of them
is the Palestinian refugee situation in Jordan. One-third of Jordan 's
population is composed of these refugees. They led aimless , hopeless
lives until the United Nations stepped in to help them. The U.N.
has shown that an active, healthy refugee may be a dignified, human
being for the expense of only a small sum of money. After June,
the U.N. aid program will end. One-third of Jordan 's youth will
again have no schools and workshops. They will once more become
delinquents . Five million dollars is needed to continue the U.N.
program. Of the 82 members of this world bod y, onl y two, have contributed to this program — the United States and the United Kingdom. From the rest of the world . no t ev en one ci garette butt per
capita was contributed."
LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Continued from Page Two
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college chap lain , the Echo , the S t udent Governmen t, vi sit ing lecturers , and impassioned Letter-to-the-Editor writers can rant and
rave in vain. Apathy w on't disappear. Therefore the publishers of
the Ech o and t he leaders of St ud ent Governm ent are predestined to
failure. There might be a reaction fr om thos e peop le wh o alread y
care aibout things. But all 'the labors in the world will prod uce no
more than what we students have within ourselves. That is why this
letter will 'have little result. Each one of you reading this letter will
have to jud ge himself . Since you've been ait Colb y, have you contributed anythings at all to the college ? Have you even been in one
go od fi ght?
If I've ups et your equilibrium , try to convince yourself diat everything is all right. You can even make a sarcastic comment and dispose of me in that way — sarcasm is a powerful weapon.
•Sincerel y,
Daniel Hod ges

Fred J. Rossignol
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Repairing of' Wa'tclios , Jewelry
TR 2-7338
Wa t orvi ll o

Watch Repair
Headquarters for Towlo Sterling

Michaud Jewelers

130 Main St.
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Al Corey 's Music Center
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M.iller Library Is Scene
Of Coptic Art- Exhibit

The collection of Coptic art now on display in the library, on loan
from the Olsen Foundation of New Haven, Conn., will be oh exhibit
until November ' 18. This collection affords the opportunity to see
examples of the creative effoftts of the artist-monks of the Copts, tlte
early Chri stian Egyptians. The exhibit contains textiles, stone . an <i
wooden sculptures, ceramics, ivory carvings, paintings, and bronzes.
This branch of art -was chosen by scene of torture or martyrdome h as
tilio

TtVmnrlatioTi

'hftf^nuspi

in-

few been discnvprp .d

places and times in human history
have there been so many competing
cultures as in the Egypt of Alexandria. The Copts "were probably
the direct descendants of the ancient Egyptians. The Coptic Church
was the Monophysite or Jacobite
Church of 'Egypt. Coptic art sought
images from the symbolism of the
old Egyptian religion , hut remained
in general apart from Gz-eek and
Egyptian art. It Christianized the
mythology of Egypt and the Orient
and give it a native interpretation..
These artist-monks t r i e d to
achieve new,. violent effects while
'being forthright and direct in form s
and color schemes. The historical
term Coptic has o'f ten been used to
define a very distinct style which
reached the apex of its development
aibout the sixth century though it
continued until the Middle Ages or
later.
Coptic art shows influences df Byr
zantine, Mesopatamian , Islamic,
and Syro-Palestinian art. . ' Ornamental works are based mainly on
the acanthus, done in a progressively stylized manner. The re>
ligious strife of the sixth century
had a tendency to develop a native
element in art , although not one

One of the best impressions of
Coptic art is gained from the_r
fabrics which has been preserved In
the dry ' Egyptian climate. In the
production of wool , linen, and silk,
the Copts reached .-their greatest
artistry. Symbolism is .the essential art of Coptic thought; it springs
from emotional sensitivity rather
than intellectual content and is
highly inventive. The Copts aa-e
credited with developing the symbols of the cross , stag, hare, and
fish , the last three representing
Christ, to prevent Roman persecTition of their religion.
Modern artists have turned to
"exotic" civilizations 'for inspiration. Tlie hold designs , fresh brilliant flat colors , and strong black
outlines of Coptic textiles have attracted such painters as Matisse,
Derain , Vlaminck, Roualt, and
Picasso.
The Olsen Foundation, Inc. ,
which owns' most of the pieces ,
exists mainly for tlie purpose of
sponsoring studies, on the nature of
creative thinking. -More specifically,
its purpose is to study the creative
process as exemplified in the work
of artists , whether ancient or
modern .
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The newest addition to the Colby
College plant is the Xam'-da Chi
Alpha House. The foundation o'f
th e most recen t h ou se on "fraternit y r ow " was laid ten years ago.
However, superstr uctu re was not
started until July of this year.
Contractors state January 15,
1958 a,s the date of completion. The Mos es re c eciv es 'Th e Ten Commandm ents " atop Mt. Sinai in Cecil
rate of construction has enabled the B. D 'eMille's Para mount-color spectacle starring Charleton Heston.
builders to stay ahead Of schedule.
If progress continues at tihis same
rat e, the house will he- ready for
occupation by second semester. As
the present situation is viewed, the
only section that might not be completed by the anticipated date is the
Shoot only when you 're
Know what 's beyond
_.
your targ et
sure it 's legal game
basement. It is not helieved that
.
§»_
__
=s?- i
this mcompletion will prevent occupation.
When finished the Lambda Chi
house will match the other six fraternity houses in size and structure. The house will have three
f loors and a 'basement, the latter
con taining the ch apt er r oom , the
playroom, and a small kitchen. 'Instead of having partitions df individual r ooms the two u pper fl oors ,
housing the sleeping quarters , h ave
been designed ram-pasture style.
There is one large room or ramp on
each floor which can accomod ate
If you 're lost , .. don't
Know where , your
twenty men apiece. This design h as
companions ore located
panic , gel comf ortable
proven satisfactory for the _>KE
house.
Minimum expenditures 'for the
furnishings in the new house have
been set at $10,000. Presently, the
entire 'furnishings for the housemother's room have been purchased.
Twenty hunks to accomodate forty
men have also been acquired, as
well as the desks' and chairs for the
study rooms. Furnishings for the
other rooms are yet to be 'purchased. The complete house will be
owned by the college.
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Take Your Time-Watch Your Step
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Lambda Chi House
Will Be Completed
By January 1958
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Waterville , Nov. 9 — Colby 's football season became a crowning, success as the Mules tied for the
State Champ ionshi p by sneaking by Bates 20-19, here today. Much praise should go to Coach . Bob
Clifford and his squad who.provided one of the most thrilling games ever seen on the Hill. It was the
(irst time since 1949 that the Mules have had a share in the title. That year Bowdoin finished on top
Along with Colby.
The Mules started just as they did against Williams with Brown passing to Cavari on the opening
play from scrimmage. The play
went 'from the Colby 37 ,to the
'Bates 25 before Cavari was hauled
down. It took only sis plays from
here to put the Mules in front G-0
with Mike Farren going the final
yard. Al Rogan's try for the extra
The varsity hockey season will soon be under way and , to meet
point went wide.
Bates -wasted little time in tying the increased difficulty of the new schedule, Coach Jack Kelley has
it lip, as they unleashed their bril- pushed the team, stressing conditioning, in the practice sessions' to
lant runner, John Makowsky, on a
date. The squad drilled on passing, shooting, and skating daily.
screen pass for 67 yards and a tie
Virtually the entire hockey team this year p layed as a unit last
score. The junior from Pofret,
year
. Guv Vierue beiner the only loss to the team. Coach Kelley is
but
was
hit
three
times,
Conn.,
his
feet
and
finally
managed to keep
able to go much farther with the
raced into the end zone with no one team because he is coaching' a vetnear him. Bates tried to pass for eran line-up plus the standouts of a
the point after , but it was knocked better than average frosh team of
down by Tom Connors. ,
last year.
'
The Bobcats came right back to
Captain Howie Cates 'wilj probZe'ta Psi fraternity was the vicscore ano'ther as they seemed to ably he anchoring the second line as tor in the annual interfraternity
have no trouble pen etrating the did his predecessor Yigue last year. Woodsmen 's meet held Sunday, Nov.
Colby defense. It was all Makow- This balance of strength has given 1.
Lambda Chi Alpha placed
sky agai n as he ran 31 yards to the many an added lift to a tired first second, while Delta Upsilon finished
Mule . 15 before 'Cavari finally put a line when they needed it.
third. The meet was originally
stop to him. Quarterback Vail kept
The trio of sophomores that led scheduled for Sunday of Homecomon the next two plays', and the Bob- last year's varsity attack will be re- ing weekend , but due to inclement
cats were on the Mule two yard turning intact as ju niors this year. weather the event was postponed.
line. Here Makowsky ' plowed over, All three, Jay Church, Dick Morri- ' The Zetes led a <ield df six fraand John Flynn kicked 'the extra son, and Boh Keltie, were among ternities in winning three of the
the 20 scoring leaders in all colleges events. Lambda Chi Alpha fraternpoint to make it 13-6.
With the' opening of the second in the East last year. They ram- ity was victorious in two o'f the
period, it looked as i'f it was all paged to 75 goals among them last events. In the tree felling contest
over for the Mules as tackles John year to set the East on fire with an the Lambda Chi' s placed first while
Lilgestrand recovered a Mule fum- amazing offensive display. Joining Delta Kappa Epsilon and Delta Upble on the Colby 35. On the very Cates on 'the second line, will he Don silon finished second and third, renext play, . Makowsky went wide Megathlin and Ray Parradis. Par- spectively.
around his left end and then cut radis was the top scorer for the frosh
The Zeta P_si house was victorbade beautifully and was in the last year. Gordon St. John, 'Henry ious in the speed chopping event
end zone, without ever being hit. Lapham , and John Knowles finish with a time of 92 seconds. The
¦ - ... ¦Makowshy's rush for the extra out the offense.
D.Ui 's and the Lairibda Chi' s Were
Don Cote, voted sophomore of the close seconds.. The pulp tossing conpoint failed.
It seemed to be all over for the year by New England coaches will test was won by the men from
Mules, but they continued to fight. lead the defense again this year. Lambda Chi. The D.U.'s finished
From then 'on , their defense stiff- Greg MacArthur and Jim Fox will second arid the DICE'S placed third .
ened and they ibottled up Makow- he also pressing hard to nail down
The Zetes also -emerged victorious
a starting posi tion. Johnny Manter in the log rolling event. Sigma
sky almost completely.
The Mules went 71 yard s on six and Hank Van Beaver also will be Theta Psi and Kappa Delta Rho
plays to score their second TD of seeking positions on defense. The tied for second place honors. ^In
tlie day with Al Rogan as the spark- goal is well (fortified this year with the final event , the canoe slalom,
plug. "With the ball on the Bates Don Williamson and Pete MacFar- 'the Zetes garnered 'their third win.
40, Rogan faded to * iiass. Seeing lane, the two frosh goalies from last Finishing second was KDR , while
dayligh t on 'the right side, Al de- year fighting for the position. Bob the D.U. 's placed third .
cided to run. Rogan was like a Auriemma , last year's goalie, voted
will of the wisp as he left three most improved player on the squad
tacklers standing still and wa s in will make the race an even tougher
the ond „ono unmolested. Roden ono if ho goes out for it.
This hockey team , always a wellswept his right end to make the
conditioned
one, will have , in addiscore 19-13. That ended the scortion
an
assortment
of talent this / Colby will be hostess to Bates ,
,
ino* for the firs t half.
year.
Boasting
a
powerful
scoring Farmington , and Maine at a W.A.A.
In tho second half , both clubs
strong
defense
and
experi- sponsored skating playday tomorrow
punch
-wide
,
open foobball in an at,
played
in
the
goal
Colby's
ence
and
depth
,
tempt to score. George Roden , who
Saturday, November 16. Fifteen
was tremendous in every depart- hopes aro brogh't. Tomorrow, tho Colby women havo been chosen to
ment all afternoon , set up the win- varsity willl take •on the frosh at represent the college in the all day
ning TD for tho Mules. Ho made 3 :30 p.m. in, tho field house. Tho program. Highlights of this proan electrifying interception of si Vail freshmen have h cen showing tre- gram will include instruction and
pass on tho Mulo '10 and raced it mendous potential in 'practice , and demonstration Of school figures by
back to. 'th e 'Bates 30. Thon Tank the scores in tho scrimmages to dato Miss KliKoJb oth Deploy and an afterAuriemma took a quick pitchout havo soon neither team load by more n oon exhibition by Miss Julio Grafrom .Rogan around his own, lorft ond than ono or two goals.
ham , a fifteen year old skajt'or from
and scampered to the Bates four.
Up fr ont , nearly everyone did tho Boston area.
Tank was aided by a bono-orushing their share. Redmond and Boh
Amon g 'tho Colby participants aro
bl ock Ifrom Join Redmond which •Bru co pla yed tho entire CO minutes Li?, Chamberlain , 'CO, and hor sissprung Mm loose. On tho next play f or the Mules. Pox, Fowler, Con- tor, Mar gie, '61; who will perform
Folix Stichocki ram mod into tho end nors , a nd Cavari all play ed their together, and Booky Baohman , '61,
ssono ft>r tho tying TD. .Bob Sar- bes t and th oy deserve a great deal wh o will 1- also give an exhibition.
gent pr ovid ed th e clin cher o n Bat es of 'praise,
Becky is a member of both , tho
as his lu ck was perfect to m ake it
Th e Mules will lose three fine ball Boiltimore and Washington Skating
¦
20-19, Surge played liis host game players in Bobby Walthor and Co- Clubs. . , ' • ¦• '
f or Colby as he camo up with koy opptains Crdwloy and Orno , but th e
Th o program for tho clay is as
t a ekl os to stop a cou pl e of Bates futur e should (bo vory 'bright for f ollows :
'"
driv es.
\
Coach Clifford ancl his Mules. Noxt
1.0 :00-r-Registration.
In tlio last period you would year tho 'Colby Mules will hnvo a
1.0 :30—©rand March and Mixor.
think neither ton in" "w anted tho ball good chanco . to win all of thoir
11:30—Froo skating arid instrucns it changed bunds so often, Tho games,,
tion.
'
¦
Bates
Mul es fumbled eight times during Colby
12 :00—Lunch in tho dorms with
th o afternoon and Bates twice. Tho Id
13
First Downs
'Colby participants as host151
Mu 'los also , int ercepted tliroo passes 295
Yds. rushing
esses. > . .
133
with ono boin g nullified,
1:00—.Tour of tho campus for
81
Yds. passing
239
Everyone was groat for tho Mules 3G2
Nob yardage
thoso interested.
in this bruising contest. Bitokfiold 11
14
Passes tried
1$0—Exhibition and program.
¦
standouts for Colby were Rogan and
6
Passes completed
0
2 !30—-Froo skatin g.
Rodon, Tank was superlative on de2
Pusses intercepted hy 0
3 :00-3 :80-^Dif tous8ion of skating
3,41
fense as 'was Mike Farron, Dick
activities at variou s schools
2,33 Punts , ave. ' dist.
.
Luoior 'Anally got «, littlo Mocking
and liofc chocolate.
8
'Fumbles
2
of tlio pl ayday is Sally
and ho showed ho can bo ooimtod on
Ohairmtvn
2
Fumlblos recovered
0
sports ' manager.
winter
for noj et yonr,
penalties
55
Yds. lost
50% Case,

Al Rogan keep s ball on end sweep.

Colb y Sextet Will Field
Moopsters Shapi ng Up
An Experienced Line-U p

Zetes Win
Wood mens Meet

WJUL Skating
Playday Saturday

Eight Lettermeh Back

The Varsity basketball squad has been, working out for .three weeks
now and the team is final ly beg inning to round out into a playing
unit. Outlooks for an eminent season are being made and chances
are good that they will be filled.
Colby has long dominated Maine basketball. The Mules currentl y
have won the State Series Championship for seven consecutive
seasons, and 13 of the past 17 sea- won letters last year are Paul Neri,
sons. However, 'the out of state Bob Kopchains, iJloyd Cohen, Tony
opposition has been of a consider- Ruvo , and Dickie Hunt. Cohen and
ably higher grade and even a win- Ruvo alternated at one guard.
ning season against such teams has Twigg started at the other guard.
been lauded . Colby has taken the Neri , Kopchains and Hunt saw much
floor in recent years against such action and frequently put on fine
powers as Yale, Seton Hall , Uni- shows in crucial games.
versity of Connecticut, Dartmouth,
The sophomore on the team are up
St. Michael' s, and University of from one df the greatest frosh teams
Vermont. Neverthless , the Mules in Colby history. The team romped
this year have a good chance of to sixteen straight triumphs after
posting a highly successful record losing the first game of the season
against colleges such as these.
to the high school state champions,
Boasting; outstanding' depth , the Old Town. Ed Marche'tti, a six foot,
hoopsters present an impressive ar- five inch center, was high scorer for
ray df talent. Eight of last year's the frosh and wMl be fighting hard
nine lettermen will return to action. for a starting spot on the varsity.
Although the loss of Charlie Twigg Nelson and Ed 'Burke are two more
will (be fel t, the added manpower top performers for last year's frosh
and experience should lift this and are the chief reasons for the
year's team well above that of last. tremendous depth that the hoopCaptain Larry Cudmore will lead sters will have up front this year.
the returnees and Coach Lee Wil- Tony Zash, from Englewood , N. J.
liams hopes for a repeat of . the form is the only guard that the frosh
that caused Cudmore to be elected have sent to the "big time."
to the All-State first team. The two
The daily scrimmages have helped
other senior Qettermen on the team mold the team , but only against
are John Edes and 'Soupy Campbell. good competition can anything de- ;
Both hoys are forwards and held finite be seen. The Varsity should
down first string berths last year, get some pretty fine competition
alternating 'between themselves at when it takes on the Colby frosh tothe center position. The juniors that morrow at 1:30 p.m.

LCA Defeats DKE For
Fraternity Football Win

The Lambda Chi s garnered their third consecutive Inter-Fraternity Touch Football Championship by downing the Deke's, 34-24,
last week.
The game began with the Dekes kicking off. Lambda Chi moved
for some yardage but was stopped oh downs and on the second series
of piays from scrimmage, Deke loped to its first tally on a long pass
from Charlie Luethke bo Jim Bishop.
The try for tlio extra point was
unsuccessful and tho game -stood
at 6-0. However, di rectl y after the
ki ck'off , Bruce Blanchard tossed to
Davo Woodbury for tho touchdown
and' to Ed Marehotti for the extra
point and the Lambda Chi' s led for
the first timo in the game .
Blancha rd kicked ddwnfie 'ld and
the Dekes pul'led one play from
scrimmage. However , on tho vory
n oxt pass att emp't, Lloyd Cohen
leaped high to intercept tho Luethko
pass, and dashed for tho sidelines to
in crease tho slim load,
Blanch ard .widened it fiii'thor when
ho made bis extra point attempt on
a completion to Tony Zash and Davo
Woodbury who both got thoir! hands
on it. Blanchard again kicked off
and Ibo'foi'o -tho Dokos had finished
smarting from tho one interception ,
5 foot,' fi inch Dick 'Hunt intorc optod
another pass and raced to tho Doko
10 yard lino. It wns Blanchard ohoo
moro who hit paydirt, this .tim e on
a pass sequence to Woodbury. When
tho teams loft tho Hold at hal f timo,
tho scoro stood at 20-0, with tho
Lambda Obi' s holdin g a fat load.
Early in tllio third period , Luo'fchko
hoavod a long, high pass to Rick
Clutho who sailed , all al ouo in'to tho
ond aono. On almost tho samo play

later in the period , Luethko hit
Chuck Foley who galloped for another six. At this point , th e extra
p oints spell ed th e diff eren ce with
the Dekos on the short end df the
20-18 score. Later , LuoblVke crashed
over from tho one.
Halfway through tlio second quarter, ' picking up groat blocking from
Marchetti , Woodbury,
and Ed
Burk e ,-x Bruco 'Blanchard wheeled
around end for tlio quick tally. The
Dokos , after taking tihe kick-off ,
wore puslled hack 'to their goal lino
by , 'fcho powerful rushing of ' Marchetti , Staples, and Murke (a lino
avera gin g ,over 210 p ounds) and tho
ad opt p ass do'fonso of Borhorian ,
Hunt , and Obor'parl oi'ter . Finally,
dia gnosing a pitohbut from Luethko
to Cluth o, Ray Borborian smashed
throu g h ' the; lino and gob Clutho,
registering tho safet y.
Captain , Koot Arn ott loft his infirmary bod to go in at ond . for
Lambda Chi and grab a towering
pass from Blane.i'ard . Thoro , at th o
20 yard lin o with 'time running 'out ,
Blanchard bullotod a spiral too Marohobti -who shoot off his man Just in
timo to snag the pass in tho end
s*ono, Tho , game onclod with tho
Dokofl trying a long passing attack
but failing when tho '.final whistlo
blow and tho score stood 84-24.

Bufford Boone 's Address
by Alan Sk^irsky
Mr. Bufford Boone;, Pulitzer Prize winner for the ' courageous editorials he wrote during the height of aroused and intense feelings
against Miss Autherine Lucy, a young Negro girl attempting to gain
admittance to the University of Alabama, spoke last Friday evening
as the recipient of the Lovejoy award for courageous and resolute
journ alism. Mr. Boone, in a slight Southern drawl, spoke tersely and
to the point. He presented his moderate viewpoint which in the deep
South is a very radical and dangerous position to be preaching.

South, in the words of Mr. Boone, "must learn patience and tolerance." It is time for the men of wrath to draw aside and for this
reason to take over.
Perhaps through the efforts of men like Bufford Boone tlie historic
words of Abraham Lincolnj tftill so applicable today, will finally be
pursued with conviction and courage. "With malice toward none;
with charity for all , with f irmnessin . the right, as God gives us to see
the right, let us Strive on to finish 'the work we are in; to bind up the
nation's wounds; . . . to do all which may achieve a just and lasting
peace among ourselves," so that then "this nation , under God,"
shall have that new birth of freedom that Lincoln so desired.
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P RO UD P EO P LE OF SOUT H

Speaking calmly and without visible emotion, Mr. Boone explained
that the people of the South are a proud people who have "suffered
great privations", and who still are haunted by some bitter and lingering memories. Never before have the differences between North and
South been so prevalent or so emphasized in the minds of Southerners
as now. The South will "resist integration to the bitter end ," so
Mr. Boone stated ; communication has "ceased between white and
Negro. The South is willing to destroy even the whole public school
system in order to prevent integration , which 'the highest court in the
land on May 17, 1954, decreed in a 9-0 decision to be the law of the
land. The intensity of the white Southerner's feelings cannot be too
highly emphasized. A committee has been recently formed to relocate
Negro families intb predominant Northern white areas. One such relocation is supposedly being planned near Mr. Nixon's home. If this
is the extent to which, the white Southerner is willing to go, then what
developments can be expected in the near future ? What are then
the hopes for a permanent solution of this very perplexing dilemma?

"DISTINCTION

FOR

YEARS'

TRUE SOUTH WANTS TO DO WHAT IS RIGHT

Sure, Mr. Boone said that the extremists are not the "people of
the South" and that "he abhors them as misguided men" and that
the "true South" wants to do what is right and to adhere to law.
These "good people" are desirous of easing the tension. But I ask,
Mr. Boone, where were all these "good" people when a 15 year old
girl was forceably i prevented from entering a school, of when a school
in Nashville was dynamited, or when four Negro reporters were
brutall y beaten during mob rule in Little Rock ? I repeat, where were
all these "good" moderate people of the South during these most
sickening incidents? Mr. Boone did not provide the answer to this
question. Perhaps the New York Times has the answer. In a recent
article the Times stated , "reason compells them (moderates) to respect the law, but their hearts oppose integration. So they find themselves between the cold sea of indecision and the zealot's fire. " It
is the opinion of this reviewer that these moderates, if they had
rallied sooner, could have averted this catastrophe in Arkansas. Men
like Mr. Boone who courageously stood up to be counted by pleading
for reason and tolerance in sharp editorials, and newspapers such as
the Arkansas Gazette which condemned emotional mob action , helped
to relieve tension in the area.
Mr. Boone felt that' cases , such as occurred in Little Rock will not
happen again ; he said that this was the work of the fanatic extremists. But as long as there are the Eastlands, Talmadges, Griffins , and
Faubuses representing Mr. Boone's "true South," ancl as long as these
so-called moderates persist in silent assent in letting some one else
carry tlie ball , and as long as they are not courageous enough or are
not willing to stand up and be counted , then the South will remain
in a state of conflict and tension , a.state in which it will be subject
to severe criticism and condemnation by the entire world, and a state
which will undermine all the inherent traditions of freedom and
equality of which America is supposed to be the .bulwark. This
should not happen; this must not happen. The South must begin
to realise that it is an integral part ,of the whole' United States with a
responsibility .to fulfill and uphold the laws of not only the state, but
more important , of the country. Tlie playing of "Dixie" instead of
the "Star Spangled Banner"/ will not achieve this solidarity. The
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We Have A Tremendous Selection of
HOLIDAY AND PARTY DRESSES
Ranging from $17.95 to $29.95
, 175 Main Street
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"The Ten 'Commandments" —
Cecil B. DoMille's film dramatization of "Tlie Ten Commandments"
is the biggest production in the history o'f the screen — guided by the
man whose motion pictures have
been seen by one and a half times
tlie total population of the entire
world. Ten years were spent in
planning the producti on , three
years were devoted to research and

Experiment In
International
Living

Job , Novelty & Social Printing

REVISION OF FROSH
Continued from Page One
the Women 's Student League, and
they will hold this position until
the spring elections. Both of these
girl s come from Conn-ec'ticut , Judy
from Nefwinigton . and Charlotte from
Stafford Springs. '/
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Friday - Monday

O

Anthony Dexter

¦

" REBEL GIRLS"
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Tuesday - Thursday
" MAN ON FIRE"
Bing Crosby
"THE VINTAGE"
Mel Ferrer
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Sticklers axe simple riddles with two-word rhyming,
answers . Both words must have tho some number of.
syllable s. (No dra wings, please!) We'll shell out $25
for all wo use—and for hundreds tlfafc never see print.
So send stacks of 'em with your name , address ,
' college nnd class ,fco Happy-Joo-Luclc y, Box 67A,
,
.
Mount Vornon , N. 'Y.
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Cattle Prattle
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WHAT IS VERY SMJU.I TYPE*
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V/HAT IS BOVINE SMAU. TAlKf
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WHAT IS A BURGLAR ALARM*
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'em a Lucky break! A Lucky 's a light

herediti' schellpfj- feu . Strata Data .
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WHAT DOES A GEOLOGIST COLLECT*
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Science Fiction Thriller
"RODAN"
The Flying Monster
2nd Hit
Marie Windsor In
"OUTLAW W O M E N "
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WHAT IS CD. ™
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Starts Sunday
"RUN OF THE A R R O W"
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STORE

FOR BREAKFAST , LUNCH , DINNER
SNACKS , SUPPLIES , GROCER!B <5, MAGAZINES
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SHOE REPAIRING
AN D DYING

STUDENT COMMITTEE
Continued from Page Two
students. The faculty is very much
aware of problems of curriculum and
is anxious to learn. /student opinion
to evaluate better these topics.
A few of the topics which have
been suggested concern the,number
df courses required in a major , -and
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Gives tho Colby Student

comprehensives and their coverage.
Also to be considered is the possibility of no final exams for seniors
in their majors , and aspects of
graduate school preparation. These
are only a few of the proposed
topics, and are still in a stage of
discussion.
/ The faculty members on thh-e committee are Dean Strider , Dean
Nickerson , Dr. Scott, and Mr. Williams , assistant • to the president.
Donna Tasker , '59, Barbara Hunter ,
'59, Joe Consolino , '58, and Pete
Loe'kwood, '59, . are the- student
members.
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Wo Givo You Sorvioo
Telophono TR 3-3434
88 Pleasant St.
Watorvillo

1583-1C8 Main Stroot

teliectual 'curiosity. I understand
this small response is usual—it argues something deep ! about Colby
students. However , the group will
continue to offer the best it Joiows
how to do."

P & W FIN DS
Continued from Page One
Beast from Seven Fathoms,' this
shows a lack" of experience and in>

Working 'through the three foreign language clubs, International
Refl ations Club, and Cosmopolitan
Club, a ne-w group is attempting to
promote the ideals and working of
the Experiment in International
Living by acting as a campus headquarters where a student may receive any necessary information^ pertaining to the Experiment. The Experiment in International Living is
"based on the principle that world
peace and understanding will prosper as peoples learn to talk to peoples," which ' is made possible hy
students living as family members
a'hroad. This Experiment is an individual challenge as well ; it is
"for tho person "w ith imagination—
the person who wants his overseas
adventures to be what he makes it. "
The Experiment is a summer
plan for students who wish to be an
ambassador or ambassadress of his
country, A student spends ' one
month living with a family in the
country o'f his choice. During the
second month the ten members of
the host country travel through a
small area df that country . Some
of the groups trav el by bicycle,
camping out nights, while others
travel 1)y bus and 'train , depending
upon the geographical conditions.
A summer with the Experiment in
International Living offers the opportunity to broaden traveling experience, knowledge and understanding of other cultural groups ,
as well as creating greater interests
in internationalism, Perhaps one of
'the most rewarding elements of this
kind of summer abroad is the
greater sensitivity and sympath y toward other nationalistic peoples
heightened by 'those "moments that
showed us humanity 's feeling has
no country, " as stated by a Dutch
Experiment family.
Anyone interested in further information can 'writ e 'to the Experiment in International Living, Putney, Verm ont , or speak 'to tho representative of the new Exporimmont
group. Tho group is planning a
social evening open to 'th o entire
campus, Tlio dato will bo announced
litter. At that time picture s will bo
shown followed hy nn informal period for questions and discussions.

Harold J. Berdeen

preliminary exploration , th ree years
¦were required for preparation and
¦writing o'f the script, and finally,
more than two years were spent in
the actual filming. An imposing
cast, as enormous as the film itself
and unparalleled in its combinations
of 'distinguished players, has been
"assembled by Mr. DeMi'He from the
screen , the stage, television, and
radio, 'bl&nding the top talents of
every theatrical field. Overshadowing the vas t physical dimensions of
the production are the theme and

story , for which they provide the
background -— the drania of Moses.
As the fountainhead 'from wliich
three great religions flow, Moses
provides a common bond between
Christian, Jew , and . Moslem , as "well
as standing For principles found in
every other great faith. The film
ends November 19 at the Haines.
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LIGHT UP A ti ght SMOKE -LIGHT UP A LUCKY !
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